Abstract: This paper discusses the directed motion construction DMC in Swedish.
Introduction
When we call something a construction, what do we mean? The word`construction' can beused in at least two ways. It can beused as a purely descriptive cover term, which is not meant to have any theoretical signi cance in itself. For example, we could talk about a passive construction, but not therefore imply that the construction is stored as such in our lexicon. 1 Instead, the passive construction can beconsidered an epiphenomenon derived by some grammatical processes, such as movement or application of lexical rules or correspondence mappings. Another interpretation of the word construction is that it refers to form-meaning correspondences, where the forms may be bigger than words. This is what has long been assumed in Construction Grammar Goldberg 1995, Kay and Fillmore 1999 . These ideas have recently been incorporated into Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar Kathol 1995 , Sag 1997 . Jackendo 1990 also argues for this view of constructions.
A constructional approach certainly seems reasonable when we try to analyze phrasal idioms, such as kick the bucket or take NP to the cleaners. An approximation of the form-meaning correspondence of the latter example is given in 1: 2 1 form: take NP i to the cleaners meaning: get all of NP i 's money possessions
The idiom in 1 has several xed words: only the subject and direct object can vary.
The speci c string of words with variable subject and object thus needs to bestored 1 Here I take lexicon to mean a stored list organized or not of unpredictable form-to-meaning correspondences. In the discussion here, it will therefore not make sense to think of the lexicon as necessarily only containing elements which are words or units smaller than words i.e. bound morphemes.
2 For a discussion of this particular idiom, see Jackendo 1997:161-162. in the lexicon as a unit together with its meaning, which is something like`get all of NP's money possessions'. Phrasal idioms are very di cult to analyze if we do not recognize that elements larger than words can be stored and connected to a speci c meaning which does not at least not completely follow from the meaning of its parts. However, when we treat other kinds of phrases, such as regular transitive sentences, it is less clear that something is gained by treating them as idioms, which is the way they would betreated in Construction Grammar.
There is an on-going debate concerning the formal status of grammatical constructions Fillmore 1988 , Jackendo 1990 , Marantz 1992 , Goldberg 1995 , Kay and Fillmore 1999 . The debate has unutil now mainly focused on data from English, but this paper contributes a new piece of evidence from Swedish. 3 I call the construction in question the directed motion construction DMC. 4 The skeletal structure of a DMC sentence is given in 2:
The construction conveys the sense of directed motion: the subject moves by the means speci ed by the oblique in the direction speci ed by the oblique. Marantz 1992 , Goldberg 1995 , and Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995 . Both constructions involve the sense of directed motion, and that motion can beeither literal 3a-d or gurative 3e-f. We see that many though not all of the sentences in 3 translate well into English way sentences. I will argue below that the di erences between the DMC and the way construction have to do with restrictions on the verb.
The DMC is discussed in detail in section 2. The main points are summarized in 4:
4
The meaning involves the sense of directed motion. The verb denotes the means by which the motion is performed. The motion is volitional. Each element in 2 is necessarily present. The re exive is not an argument of the verb. The oblique must encode a path.
In section 3, I compare the DMC to Swedish resultatives. There are some similarities, but there are also important di erences between the two, and I conclude that the two are indeed distinct constructions.
Section 4 provides two di erent formal analyses of the DMC: a constructional analysis and a lexical rule analysis. I conclude the section with a comparison of the two approaches. The verb banta`to beon a diet' is necessarily intransitive, whereas the verbs l asa`to read' and sl a`to hit, to beat' are normally transitive. More examples of verbs of di erent valencies used in the DMC are given in section 2.3.2 below. However, although there are no valency restrictions on the verb, there are other kinds of constraints on the verbs, as well as on the other parts of the DMC.
The verb
As mentioned above, the DMC is very similar in meaning to the English way construction. However, it is not the case that every DMC sentence translates well into an English way-sentence. This di erence seems to beconnected to restrictions on the verb. In this section, I will discuss the constraints on verbs in the DMC.
2.1.1 Process Jackendo 1990 and Goldberg 1995 The examples in 7 look identical, except for the fact that 7a is a DMC sentence and 7b is not. The only di erence in meaning between them has to do with volitionality: in 7a, Johan is purposely rolling, whereas in 7b he might bedoing it involuntarily.
Note that it is the performance of the action itself which is necessarily voluntary. However, the subject might reach the place denoted by the oblique without intending to do so. The subject of 8 got into the wrong room unintentionally, but he was not dancing unintentionally.
Means
In the English way construction, the verb either denotes the means or the manner of motion, as illustrated in 9: 8 9 a Sally drank her way through a case of vodka.
b Sue whistled her way through the tunnel.
In Swedish, the manner intrepretation is not possible. away The word fram always refers to the goal of motion, whereas iv ag refers to the source. Importantly, ta cannot be used with iv ag and ge is not used with fram. I therefore propose that the verbs ta and ge are lexically associated with the following meanings:
11 All the sentences are clear DMC's since they have a fake re exive and a directional oblique and the sense of directed motion. It is also crucial that the re exive precedes the particle; this will be discussed in section 2.3 below.
12 Some speakers nd 18b acceptable, but with a di erent meaning than the one intended here.
19 a ta: to achieve transfer, with reference to the goal b ge: to achieve transfer, with reference to the source The general intuition here is that the two verbs di er like come di ers from go, and bring from take.
These verbs are not associated with a means of action. I want to propose that they lexically suppress this aspect of the transfer. The verbs ta and ge instead serve to indicate focus on either the source or the goal of the motion. Compare the DMC use of ta and ge to the more prototypical uses of these verbs : 20 In 20a where ta is the verb, the subject is the goal of the transfer. In 20b, ge is the verb and the subject is the source of the transfer.
The details of the proposal in 19 are yet to bebesorted out. In order to do so we need to learn more about the speci c verbs in question. For example, it is possible that these particular verbs should beanalyzed as some sort of light verbs in this construction. I will leave these issues aside for future research, and simply note here that something needs to besaid about examples such as the ones cited in this section. 
Summary
The verbs in the DMC always denote the means of motion, and the subject of the verb must be volitional. Note that these constraints are not necessarily constraints on the speci c verbs when they are used outside the construction cf. 7. Instead, these are necessary conditions on the verbs speci cally when they appear in the DMC. The di erences between the English way construction and the Swedish DMC are all connected to the restrictions of the verb: First, the way construction only allows process verbs, but this constraint does not restrict the Swedish DMC. Second, the verb in the way construction either denotes the means or the manner of motion, whereas the verb in the DMC can only denote the means.
As noted above, the DMC does allow a great number of di erent kinds of verbs, regardless of their valence. The only verbs which are strictly ruled out are verbs which cannot possibly beconceived of as denoting the means of motion and as being deliberately performed. 13 Interestingly, the verbs`take' and`give' have previously been noted to have special characteristics cross-linguistically Butt 1995 :152-156, Fisher et al. 1991 , Goldberg 1995 . That these verbs can be extended from their core uses in other languages as well is illustrated by the following English examples to take in the view and this house gives onto the street. Goldberg 1995 notes that by choosing between the verbs, the speaker pro les di erent participants in the sentence. More research is needed to pinpoint exactly what this di erence in pro ling is.
The oblique
The meaning of the construction is crucially directional; either towards a goal, along a path or from a source. Interestingly, the oblique in the construction must encode this directionality and so cannot bestative or locational : 21 oor.the A plain PP which denotes a location without speci cally encoding directionality can beused with a verb like st alla`to stand, to put' 22a, but such a PP cannot beused in the DMC 22b.
As we have seen above, some verbs which inherently encode motion may appear in the DMC rulla and kravla, for example. When these verbs are used outside the DMC, the oblique is not necessarily directional : 23 In sum, the data in this section show that the following facts hold for the oblique of the DMC: a it is obligatorily present, and b it must denote directionality.
The re exive element
We will now take a closer look at the re exive element of the DMC. We will see that the re exives agree with the subject in person and number, and they are not thematic objects of the verb.
First and second person re exives
Thus far, all the sentences used have had a third person subject, and the re exive element has always been sig, which is third person. Other subjects are of course also The re exive element in the DMC is not a thematic argument of the verb. It is still possible that the re exive is a syntactic object, of course: it could beanalyzed as an expletive element, or an argument of the directional oblique the latter option will be discussed below in section 4.2.. However, there are several pieces of evidence against treating sig as a thematic object of the verb. First of all, if sig was just a`normal' object of the verb, we would expect it to be possible to exchange it for some other object. However, this is not possible, as we saw in 29 above. Second, several of the verbs used above are intransitive e.g., kravla, dr omma, ljuga, but they can still occur in the DMC with a re exive element. S. The verb arbeta does not take a second argument. The verb leta can take a second argument, but it needs to bemarked with the preposition efter. However, when leta is used in a DMC sentence, as in 31a, no efter is present.
Third, many transitive verbs when used outside the DMC require their re exive objects to bemarked with sj alv; that is, a plain sig is not enough see among others Vikner 1985 , Hellan 1986 The only possible interpretation of 36 is that John got into the crowd by way of elbowing quicker than Peter.
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In sum, the following facts thus hold true of the re exive element of the DMC: a it needs to agree with the subject in person and number; and b it is not a semantic argument of the verb.
Summary
This section has examined the individual parts of the Swedish DMC construction in detail. The results are summarized in 37:
37
The meaning involves the sense of directed motion. The verb denotes the means by which the motion is performed. The motion is volitional. Each element is necessarily present. The re exive is not a thematic argument of the verb. The oblique must encode a path.
The characteristics in 37 are similar to the characteristics of the way construction, and I have argued here that the two only di ers with respect to the restrictions on the verb.
3 The DMC and the resultative construction The examples in 38 involve real thematic objects, whereas the objects in 39 are fake re exives. If the way construction is a resultative, we would also expect the DMC to besimilar to resultatives in Swedish, since the DMC corresponds to the English way construction, and Swedish has resultative constructions very similar to English, with a verb and object and an XP which denotes the result predicated of the object. The examples in 41 are also resultatives, but they di er from the examples in 40 in that the direct objects do not seem to be true arguments of the verb. In 41a, for example, sig`himself' is clearly not a semantic argument of jobba`to work'. The direct objects in 41 are thus fake re exives, comparable to the English ones in 39. Recall that the DMC also involves fake re exives section 2.3.2. However, this does not mean that the two constructions are identical. They di er with respect to word order, meaning and object restrictions.
Word order
The word order provides a rst piece of evidence that the two = constructions are distinct. In the examples we have seen thus far, the results and the directional expressions have generally been full phrases. However, when the result or the directional is expressed with a particle, there is an important di erence in word order. In the resultative sentences in 42, the particle precedes the sig, whereas in the DMC sentences in 43, the particle follows the sig.
Meaning
Resultatives do not necessarily involve the sense of directed motion, whereas DMC sentences do. The verb armb aga`to elbow' can normally be used easily in the DMC see examples 3f and 43b above. In 46, ickan has been inserted in the position where the fake re exives normally appear in the DMC. The example is ungrammatical, although one could perhaps expect the following interpretation to bepossible: Daniel's elbowing caused the girl to move into the crowd. It is possible to say that Daniel elbowed the girl into the crowd, but then the resultative word order is forced Daniel armb agade in ickan i folksamlingen.
Summary
The data in this section has shown that the DMC is distinct from the resultative construction. Three pieces of evidence were presentend:
When the oblique result direction is expressed with a particle, the two constructions show a di erence in word order.
The two constructions di er in meaning.
The resultative construction can contain a thematic object, whereas the DMC can only take a fake re exive as an object.
A hierarchy of constructions where resultatives and DMCs are subtypes of a common supertype might bepossible. However, the evidence in this section clearly show that the two must betreated as separate constructions, at least at some level.
Putting the pieces together
Let us now return to the question of whether or not the DMC is a construction in the technical sense. All parts are exchangeable and contribute to the meaning except for the fact that the re exive might be semantically empty. There are, however, certain aspects of the meaning the sense of directed motion, for example of the overall construction that are not easily attributed to any one of its parts. The DMC can thus beseen as somewhere in between xed phrasal idioms and regular, fully compositional sentences. This section will explore both a constructional and a compositional analysis. In section 4.1, the DMC will bemodelled as a construction, using the formal framework developed in Jackendo 1990:221. In section 4.2, I will consider a compositional analysis, making use of a lexical rule in the formal framework of Lexical-Functional Grammar. Finally, in section 4.3, I will compare the two approaches.
The DMC as a construction
The main characteristics of the DMC are repeated again in 47:
47
The meaning involves the sense of directed motion. The verb denotes the means by which the motion is performed. The motion is volitional. Each element is necessarily present. The re exive is not an argument of the verb. The oblique must encode a path.
Any analysis of the DMC needs to account for all the facts listed in 47. As has already been noted, the Swedish DMC construction is very similar to the English way construction. Many of the examples above correspond to English way examples, and the DMC meaning is very similar to the meaning of the way construction. Jackendo ' The skeletal syntactic structure is given in 48a, and the semantic structure is given in 48b. In order to understand 48, it is necessary to know the basic features of Jackendo 's theory and notation. I will brie y explain some particulars of the notation here: for motivation and discussion, see Jackendo 1983 Jackendo , 1990 . Jackendo takes Thing, Event, State, etc., to be members of a set of conceptual categories which are universally available. These are the`semantic parts of speech'. The conceptual categories can be elaborated as di erent kinds of functions. GO is one of Jackendo 's Event-functions on the thematic tier. GO denotes motion along a path and it takes two arguments: the thing in motion and the path it traverses. AFF, a ect, is a function on the action tier as opposed to the thematic tier. The rst argument of the action tier is if present the Actor and the second is the Patient, but both are optional.
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The Roman indices show the correspondence between the syntactic and semantic elements, whereas the Greek indices indicate coreference.
The coindexation of the syntactic and semantic arguments is constrained by the Argument Fusion rule Jackendo 1990: 53: 49 Argument Fusion:
To form the conceptual structure for a syntactic phrase XP headed by a lexical item H:
a. Into each indexed constituent in H's LCS Lexical Conceptual Structure -I.T. , fuse the conceptual structure of that phrase YP that satis es the coindexed position in H's subcategorization feature. b. If H is a verb, fuse the conceptual structure of the subject into the constituent indexed i in H's LCS.
The rst argument of the Action tier is thus fused with the subject, according to 49b. Let us now unpack 48. First, it is important to note that the subordinate manner means WITH BY function is coindexed with the verb, although such subordinate functions are normally denoted by adjuncts. The way construction is thus peculiar in that the verb, which is the syntactic head, has a subordinate function in the semantics. Jackendo notes that the verb in the English way construction must be`capable of being construed as a process ' Jackendo 1990:213 ; see also discussion in section 2.1.1 above. In that sense, the verb is either inherently a process verb or a repeated bounded event, but not a single bounded event. He marks the process requirement as -BOUNDED , but notes that this requirement does not explain all the data. Jackendo leaves the details of the unboundedness constraint for future research, but speculates that there is a requirement specifying that the verb must express a process with some kind of internal structure.
The way construction itself denotes a motion Event GO. The thing that moves is denoted by the possessor and the path is denoted by the PP. The construction has an Actor, but no Patient. The Actor is also the thing that moves as indicated by the -indexation. The verb also has an Actor identi ed with the Actor of the whole construction and is unbounded.
The Swedish DMC di ers from the English way construction in certain respects, as has already become clear. The formalization in 50 captures the relevant facts:
50 The Swedish directed motion construction: The construction in 50 is fairly similar to 48. The syntax is a bit di erent, of course, since there is no way in the Swedish DMC. Also, the subordinating function is marked only with BY, not with both WITH and BY as in English. This re ects the fact that the verb necessarily denotes the means of motion, it cannot denote only the manner. A third di erence is the fact that the Action tier of the verb is marked +vol .
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A fourth di erence is that the verb is not speci ed as being -BOUNDED . It is interesting to note that the semantic di erences all have to do with the subordinating means function, which is syntactically represented as a verb. The di erences between the English way construction and the Swedish DMC thus all concern the constraints on what verb is allowed in the construction.
The DMC as a lexical rule
We saw in section 4.1 that a construction analysis can account for all the properties of the DMC listed in 47. However, do we really need to posit a construction in order to capture the data? A priori, an account which would preserve compositionality might seem more attractive. In this section, we will investigate whether it is possible to formulate a compositional account.
Consider again a DMC sentence like 51: In comparing 51 and 53 we saw that the presence of sig was crucial. Above, in section 2.3.2, we also saw that sig is not a true semantic argument of the verb and it is thus unclear what its function in the sentence would be. Given these facts, it seems natural to posit a hypothesis such as 54:
54 Re exive sig hypothesis to berejected:
A re exive object can beadded to any verb to add the sense of directed motion.
This hypothesis also has some problems. First of all, it is intuitively oddthat a re exive should add the meaning directed motion. Second, hypothesis 54 does not explain why the oblique is obligatory: 55 *Flickan girl.the armb agade elbowed sig.
SIG
In 55, the oblique has been dropped and the example is ungrammatical. Since regular motion verbs can normally beused without an oblique if the direction or location is left unspeci ed, this fact is oddand does not square well with the hypothesis in 54.
To complicate matters further, it would also benecessary to explain why the oblique is necessarily directional. Moreover, the hypothesis in 54 does not explain why the subject is necessarily volitional. Since neither 52 nor 54 seem to account for all the relevant data, they will not beconsidered further. Let us instead try to capture the necessary generalizations with a lexical redundancy rule relating the base form of the verb to the DMC version of the same verb. The necessary machinery to do so will be provided by the formal framework of Lexical-Functional Grammar LFG Bresnan 1982 . Of course, it might bepossible to account for the facts with some lexical mechanism other than a rule. In fact, lexical rules are no longer considered standard by many linguists working within LFG. However, since so many di erent facts are associated with the DMC, it is di cult to formalize a lexical account by referring solely to Lexical Mapping Theory LMT, for example, without any appeal to rules. I will therefore posit a lexical valence changing rule.
In our rule, we could decide to treat the re exive element as a piece of morphology, marking a DMC verb similar to passive morphology, for example. The re exive cannot beabound morpheme, since it is separable from the verb: In 56, which is a question, we see that the verb and sig are separated by the subject hon. The element sig is thus clearly not a bound morpheme of the verb. This does not make it impossible for sig to add information to the verb. In LFG terms, we could say that although armb aga and sig are separated at c-structure, they contribute information to the same f-structure:
Alternatively, we could interpret sig as a c-structure and f-structure object, although it is not a thematic argument of the verb:
The lexical rule then a ects the verb without changing the morphology; that is, sig is not seen as a mere marker of a new verb form. The solution in 58 is attractive since the re exive forms seem to appear in the canonical direct object position, and they are also identical in form to the object forms of the pronouns. However, this solution leaves unexplained why the re exives are present in the syntax, since they are not thematic objects of the verbs. An explanation is o ered by Levin and Rappaport Hovav's Argument-Per-Subevent APS condition or the Structure Participant Condition: 20 59 The Argument-Per-Subevent Condition L&RH 1999: There must beat least one distinct argument XP expressed in the syntax per subevent in the event structure.
According to 59, sig is present because a DMC sentence consists of two subevents the motion event and the event denoted by the verb, each of which needs an overtly expressed argument. Since LFG allows arguments of the verbs to beexpressed in ways other than full XPs as bound morphemes of the verbs, for example, the formulation of the APS in 59 can bereplaced with 60:
60 The Argument-Per-Subevent Condition modified version:
For each subevent eventuality in the event structure, there must bea ,r argument in the a-structure.
According to the Lexical Mapping Theory LMT, a -restricted argument is a core argument, that is an argument which corresponds to a subject or an object L. Levin 1986 , Bresnan and Kanerva 1989 , Alsina and Mchombo 1989 , Bresnan and Zaenen 1990 The a-structure feature +o stands for object. The modi ed version of the APS in 60 is similar in spirit to the original in 59 in that it requires one participant persubevent. However, while 59 refers to c-structure constituents, 60 instead refers to a-structure arguments. This new formulation is more compatible with LFG, which divides the grammar into parallel structures, as seen in 62:
62 LCS l a-structure l f-structure l c-structure
The condition in 60 is a condition on the correspondence mapping between the LCS and the a-structure. The LMT is a theory of the mapping between a-structure and f-structure. As mentioned above, ,r arguments are either subjects or objects in the fstructure representation. The condition in 39 thus requires that each subevent needs a participant which is an f-structure subject or object. The mapping between c-structure and f-structure will then constrain the overt realization of subjects and objects. The event structure will be characterized here in the LCS of the verb, which will be formalized with the notational tools developed in Jackendo 1983 Jackendo , 1990 . This notation was discussed above in connection with 48 and 50, but a few new symbols need to beintroduced. A subscript`A' on an argument `conceptual constituent' in the thematic tier in the LCS means that the argument in question necessarily corresponds to an a-structure argument.
The ,o feature on arg 1 is carried over from the input of the rule, since the two arguments are coindexed. The rule in 63-64 ensures that the arg obl is marked ,o so that it will correspond to a oblique grammatical function, and not an OBJ function. Arg 1 will be assigned ,r by default, since it has the highest theta-role. The APS ensures that arg refl is also ,r : argument structure:`verb DMC arg 1 arg obl arg refl ' j j j -o -o -r -r Since LMT allows at most two +r arguments, arg obl is +r . Similary, arg refl gets the feature +o , since LMT allows at most two ,o arguments. The complete a-structure representation of the output of the DMC rule is therefore 65: 65 subj obl obj j j j argument structure:`verb DMC arg 1 arg obl arg refl ' j j j
Note that the only feature that needs to bespeci ed by the lexical rule is the ,o on arg obl , the rest follows by the LMT and the APS. Within the subordinate BY function, arg n corresponds to the non-subject semantic arguments of the base verb. Since it is not marked with a subscript A, it does not correspond to an a-structure argument. This is the desired e ect: in a sentences like John sparkade sig in folksamlingen`John kicked his way into the crowd', for example, it is clear that John is kicking someone, but who he is kicking is left unexpressed.
Note that the constraints on the verbs are not speci ed in the input to the rule. An alternative to 63-64 would be to constrain the input so that only verbs which are felicitous in DMC sentences could be inputs to the rule. My solution allows any verb to beinserted. However, since the output verb is restricted to a certain meaning, namely a means reading modifying a directed motion event, only verbs whose contents are appropriate in such a context will be allowed. There are several reasons why I have chosen the formulation of the rule given in 63-64. First, no matter what verb is inserted, the right interpretation is forced. This is true whether or not the sentence makes sense or sounds like a possible Swedish sentence. The sentence in 66a is the idiomatic way to say that someone put sunscreen on. Since the verb sm orja and the noun solkr am are quite speci c words, one might imagine that the normal interpretation the one in 66a would be forced no matter what. However, with the DMC word order in 66b, the sentence has the bizarre interpretation that the man is entering into something by means of smearing sunscreen lotion. A second reason for leaving the input unconstrained is the fact that there is plenty of speaker variation concerning the unclear cases. Making up a plausible context where a means interpretation makes sense often in uences the intuitions. Third, DMCs with the wrong kind of verb are normally ruled out as semantically implausible, and not as ungrammatical. These factors have led me to adopt a rule where the input is fairly unspeci ed.
Discussion
This section has presented two di erent formal approaches to the Swedish DMC. Both approaches manage to capture the data in a general enough way to generate all grammatical sentences, and yet they are both constrained enough to explain why some sentences are not felicitous. These are usually the criteria by which we can decide whether or not a formal analysis ful lls its function. In this section, I will discuss some conceptual and empirical di erences between the two accounts. The lexical rule is compositional, whereas the construction is not. The lexical rule ties all the action to the verb, and each part of the`construction' can therefore be inserted into the syntax separately. The constructional approach instead allows for the combination of certain constituents to beassociated with a speci c meaning. In this way, the construction is similar to a phrasal idiom.
More importantly, the lexical rule as stated here can be seen as less stipulative than the construction. This is because the re exive argument is not merely stipulated as necessarily present; instead, it is there as a consequence of the APS condition. However, the APS could besaid to hold over constructions as well although I am not aware of any such previous proposal.
It is di cult to nd empirical evidence which would rule in favor of one of the two analyses. One fact that seems relevant is that there are certain verbs which are never used outside the DMC. The fact that there are verbs which are only used in the DMC seems to favor theIn 69a, the verb knu a is in its`normal' indicative form, and the DMC sentence isthe construction captures in a straightforward way the fact that the particular string of words which makes up the DMC rather than the verb in particular corresponds to the sense of directed motion. Two important facts are important to consider here. The rst one concerns the formalization of our lexical rule. In order to account for all the facts that were described in sections 1-3, we need a very elaborate rule. In fact, we have incorporated a construction within a rule. So in a sense, the lexical rule in 63-64 can be seen as a construction with the added complexity of a lexical rule. The second important factor to consider is that even within the lexical rule approach, phrasal idioms such as take NP to the cleaners are likely to betreated as constructions. Once we allow constructions as possible lexical entities, I do not see any reason to favor compositional analyses of the DMC and way construction over constructional ones.
